
In the 3rd quarter of 2011, more 
than 50 legal and administrative 
documents on natural resources, 
environmental management 
and sustainable development 
in Vietnam were released by 
government agencies. Main issues 
addressed by these documents 
include plans, proposals and 
measures in forest protection, 
planning of key national parks,  
institutionalizing technical tools 
for environmental management, 
tightening mining management, 
energy saving and adopting new 
administrative penalties, taxes 
and fees for natural  resources and 
environmental management.

A noticeable legislation is the Prime 
Minister’s decision to suspend licensing 
for mineral exploration and exploitation 
nationwide from August 30th 2011. The 
decision also requests related ministries to 
review and report the status of planning, 
exploration, exploitation, processing and 
export of minerals in order to improve and 
strengthen state management measures 
of this sector. In line with this directive, 
the Government has promulgated Decree 
No.74/2011/ND-CP dated August 25th, 2011 
to regulate environmental protection fees 

for mining activities. The Government also 
seeks pubic comments and inputs pertaining 
to the drafts decree on administrative 
penalties within the mining sector, as well 
as pertaining to the Prime Miniter’s decision 
on Vietnam’s mining strategy to 2020 with a 
continued vision to 2030. 

In this quarter, the Government has 
promulgated Decree No.67/2011/ND-
CP regulating in detail and guiding the 
implementation of some articles of the 
Environmental Protection Tax Law. Effective 
from January 1st, 2012 the environmental 
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protection taxes will be applied to fossil-
derived gasoline, oils, greases, gas used for 
coolers and semiconductors, some types of 
plastic bags,  herbicide, and pesticide.

In the energy sector, the Prime Minister has 
approved the National Power Development 
Mater Plan for the period 2011-2020 with 
orientations to 2030 (referred as PDP VII). 
According to this plan, in the given period, 
Vietnam will continue developing coal-
power and hydropower, which will account 
for 70% of the total power capacity by 2020. 
Parallel to this policy, the Government 
has promulgated Decree No.73/2011/
ND-CP dated August 24th, 2011 regulating 
administrative penalties on energy saving 
and efficiency, which comes into effect from 
October 15th, 2011. Key targets of this decree 
are 1,990 business entities nationwide 
identified as significant energy users by the 
Prime Minister’s Decision No.1294/QD-TTg 
issued on August 1st, 2011.

In addition to guidelines for strategic 
environmental assessment, environmental 
impact assessment, environmental 
protection commitment, and environmental 
component monitoring procedures, in this 

quarter the Ministry of Natural Resources and 
Environment (MONRE) has also promulgated 
Circular No.22/2011/TT-BTNMT regulating 
criteria for determining invasive alien species 
and the list of invasive alien species in Vietnam. 

On forest resources governance 
and nature conservation, the Ministry 
of Agriculture and Rural Development 
(MARD) has approved the conservation and 
sustainable development planning of four 
key national parks: Tam Dao, Cat Tien, Bach 
Ma and Cuc Phuong. In August 2011, MARD 
released an official announcement about the 
status of Vietnam’s forests in 2010. MARD 
has also advised the Prime Minister to issue 
Directive No.1685/CT-TTg on strengthening 
measures of forest protection, prevention 
of deforestation, and counter-fighting 
attacks on forest protection staff. In this 
quarter, the ministry continues its efforts to 
institutionalize and implement policies on 
payment for forest environmental services, 
carrying out forest inventory in Bac Kan 
and Ha Tinh provinces, realizing the forest 
protection and development plan for 2012 
and following appropriate phases. Please 
see inside sections of this Policy Review for 
further information of key policies.  
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In August 2011, MARD submitted the 
Proposal No.2307/TTr-BNN-TCLN to the 
Prime Minister with a request to approve 
the Forest Protection and Development Plan 
for the period 2011-2020. This plan aims at 
effectively protecting the existing forests; 
increasing existing forest coverage to 42% 
- 43% by 2015 and to 44% - 45% by 2020; 
creating more jobs; improving incomes for 
local forest dependants, contributing to 
hunger elimination and poverty reduction; 
ensuring national security; and establishing 
a system of sustainable forestry production.

The plan particularly targets to protect 
and sustainably develop 13.388 million 
hectares of existing forest; restore and 
regenerate 1.25 million hectares; and newly 
plant 1.25 million hectares. The overall 
objective is to have 14.273 million hectares 
of forest by 2015 and 15.073 million hectares 
by 2020 for Vietnam. The plan proposes 30% 
of the area of timber production forests 
will receive sustainable forest certification 
following international standards by 2015. 
This figure will increase to 90% by 2020.
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F OREST RESOURCES GOVERNANCE

Request to Approve the Forest Protection and 
Development Plan 2011-2020

Total funding demanded for 
implementing all objectives and tasks of this 
forest protection and development plan is 
estimated about VND 49,845 billion, of which 
71% comes from non-state budget sources.

 
Regarding implementation solutions, 

this plan emphasizes the need to review, 
adjust and develop relevant policies and 
mechanisms in the way that the state will 
strictly manage the planning of three forest 
types (special-use forest, protection forest and 
production forest), while speeding up forest 
allocation in long-term and stable manners 
to organizations, individuals and households. 
It is expected that by 2015 only 50% of total 
forest area will be directly managed by state-
owned organizations, of which 95% are 
special-use forests, 65% are protection forests, 
and 30% are production forests.  

Vietnam Forestry Sector Development Strategy 2006-2020: http://bit.ly/tqVfEu

More Information
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CORRESPONDENT LETTER NO.1724/
TTG-KTN DATED SEPTEMBER 22nd 2011 
BY THE PRIME MINISTER TO ASSIGN 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 2012 FOREST 
PROTECTION AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN.  

While seeking approval from the Prime 
Minister for the National Forest Protection 
and Development Plan for the period 2011-
2020, MARD has proposed and been initially 
assigned to carry out a forest protection and 
development plan for the year 2012 with a 
budget of VND 2,668 billion from support 
funds under the Decision No. 60/2010/QD-TTg 
dated September 30th, 2010. MARD expects to 
raise the national forest coverage to 40.8% by 
the end of 2012. 

This objective is specified by a range of 
tasks including support (i) the contract to 

2012 Forest Protection and Development Plan Finalized

Status of Vietnam’s Forests, 2010 

protect 2,000,000 hectares of forest, of which 
1,200,00 hectares are located in the  62 poorest 
districts listed in the 30A Program, focusing to 
those forest areas of being highly threatened 
to deforestation due to the poverty of its 
surrounding area (ii) to plan 250,00 hectares 
of new forest including new plantation and 
re-plantation, and (iv) to rehabilitate 30,000 
hectares.

Additionally, investement for forest 
fire prevention and for provincial national 
parks will be implemented in accordance 
to respective regulations of the Decree 
117/2010/ND-CP dated December 24th 2010 
by the Government about organization and 
management of special use forest system. 
Estimated VND 600 billion would be invested 
for forest protection and nature conservation 
in 2012.  

DECISION NO.1828/QD-BNN-TCLN 
DATED AUGUST 11th, 2011 BY MARD 
TO  ANNOUNCE THE VIETNAM’S FOREST 
STATUS IN 2010. 

According to MARD statistics, by 
December 31st, 2012 the total area of 
Vietnam’s forest area  is 13,388,075 hectares,  

which computes  to a forest coverage of 
39.5%.  This number has increased 0.4% 
since the beginning of 2010. This figure 
consists of 10,304,816 hectares of natural 
forests (decreased by 33,775 hectares 
compared to that at the beginning of 2010) 
and 3,083,259 hectares of plantation forests 
(increased by 163,721 hectares).

•	 Correspondent	Letter	No.2377/BNN-TCLN	dated	August	17th,	2011	by	MARD	regulating	the	state	budget	allocation	to	implement	forest	protection	
and	development	plan	in	2012.	

•	 Decision	No.60/2010/QD-TTg	dated	September	30th,	2010	by	the	Prime	Minister	regulating	principles,	criteria	and	norms	to	allocate	state	budget	
for	development	investment	in	the	period	2011-2015.

More Information

No. Types of forests Total
Forests classified by functions

Unclassified areasSpecial use 
forest

Protection 
forest

Production 
forest

1 Total area 13.388.075 2.002.276 4.846.196 6.373.491 166.112

1.1 Natural forests 10.304.816 1.922.465 4.231.931 4.097.041 53.378

1.2 Plantation forests 3.083.259 79.810 614.265 2.276.450 112.734

a Closed canopy forests 2.726.123 71.685 543.114 2.011.648 99.676

b Non-closed canopy forests 357.136 8.125 71.151 264.802 13.058

2 Forest area to calculate coverage 13.030.939 1.994.151 4.775.045 6.108.689 153.054
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Of the natural forests, 1,992,465 hectares 
are classified as special-use forests, 4,231,931 
hectares as protection forest and the 
remaining 4,097,041 hectares as production 
forest. It is stated that in 2010 the area of all 
kinds of natural forests e.g. wood, bamboo, 
mangrove and rocky mountain ones 
decreased, of which 3,942 hectares were 
deforested, 4,549 hectares were burnt and 
46,519 hectares were converted to other 
uses. It also notes that only 60,023 hectares 
of mangrove forests are left nationwide.

According to this announcement, 
provinces and cities with large forest 
coverage include Quang Binh (66.9%), 
Kon Tum (66.8%), Tuyen Quang (64.1%), 
Lam Dong (60.8%), Yen Bai (57.7%), Bac 
Can (57.7%), and Thua Thien Hue (56.5%). 
Regarding to forest holders, the majority 
of the existing forests in Vietnam is being 
managed by forest management boards, 
state-owned enterprises, households and 
communal people’s committees. By the 
end of 2010, only 285,000 hectares of forest 
are allocated and being managed by local 
communities (see the diagram).  

Photo: PanNature
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	 Communities

	 Other	Entities

	 People’s	Committees	(unallocated)	
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DECISION NO.1240/QD-TTG DATED JULY 
22th, 2011 BY THE PRIME MINISTER TO 
APPROVE PILOTING FOREST INVENTORY IN 
BAC KAN AND HA TINH PROVINCES. 

In July 2011, the Prime Minister has 
decided to grant VND 50 billion from the 
state budget for piloting forest inventory in 
Bac Kan and Ha Tinh provinces. According 
to this decision, MARD is officially assigned 
to implement this task in collaboration with 
the provincial people’s committees and 
related ministries. Vietnam Administration 
of Forestry is the agency responsible for 
developing and conducting this pilot in 10 
months, from August 2011 to June 2012. The 
main objectives of this project are:

 Identify the total area and quality of the 
existing forests as well as non-forested 
land area that is planned for forestry 
purposes in association with specific 
forest owners in the two provinces; 

 Develop local forest management profiles 
and forest database based on forest 
management units and administrative 

Forest Inventory and Monitoring in Bac Kan and Ha Tinh 
Provinces 

•	 Decision	No.1698/2009/QD-TTg	dated	October	20th,	2009	by	 the	Prime	Minister	 to	establish	 the	Central	Steering	Committee	of	National	Forest	
Inventory	in	the	period	2010	–	2015.

•	 Decision	No.2746/BNN-TCLN	dated	September	22nd,	2011	by	MARD	to	approve	the	budget	to	implement	piloting	forest	inventory	in	Bac	Kan	and	Ha	
Tinh	provinces.

More Information

Photo: PanNature

units at different levels in order to 
support annual monitoring of forests 
and forestry land. These instruments will 
support the state management of forest 
protection and development, and the 
implementation of the Decree No.99/2010/
ND-CP dated September 24th, 2010 by 
the Government regulating  payment for 
forest environmental services; 

 Assess and evaluate this piloting project 
in Bac Kan and Ha Tinh in order to develop 
experience and lessons learnt for directing 
the implementation organization and 
development of inventory methodology 
for application at national level. 

To implement this pilot project, the 
Government requests to adopt information 
technology and remote sensing techniques 
in forest inventory; using satellite images 
and specialized software to develop maps 
of forest status, digital databases for forest 
management; and utilizing advanced 
technology for forest inventory field-work.  
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DECISION NO.2164/QD-BNN-HTQT DATED 
SEPTEMBER 20th, 2011 BY MARD TO 
APPROVE THE INVESTMENT STRATEGY TO 
REHABILITATE AND DEVELOP VIETNAM’S 
COASTAL PROTECTION MANGROVE 
FORESTS (PHASE I).

This strategy aims at restoring and 
strengthening sustainable management of 
coastal mangrove and protection forests in 
Vietnam; strengthening the roles of forestry 
sector in preventing desertification,  responding 
to climate change, conserving biodiversity, 
and contributing to the improvement of living 
conditions for local people.

According to the decision, the 1st phase 
of this strategy will be implemented in eight  
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Investment Plan to Restore 
Mangrove Protection 
Forests in Vietnam’s Coast

PM Ordered Tightening 
Forest Protection

To tackle the increasing deforestation, 
forestry land encroachment, illegal logging 
and forestry product exploitation and attack s 
on forest protection staff, on 27th September 
2011, the Prime Minister has issued the 
Directive No.1685/CT-TTg. This Directive 
aims to overcome weaknesses in forest 
management, ensure law enforcement, and 
improve effectiveness of state management 
in the forest sector.

coastal provinces: Quang Ninh, Hai Phong, 
Thai Binh, Nam Dinh, Ninh Binh, Thanh Hoa, 
Nghe An, and Ha Tinh for eight years from 2014 
to 2022. The total investment for this strategy 
is USD 80.5 million, of which USD70 million is 
from a World Bank’s loan. The Management 
Board of Forestry Projects under MARD is 
assigned as the project implementer.  

NUMBER OF VIOLATIONS IN FOREST PROTECTION AND DEVELOPMENT IN FIRST SIX 
MONTHS OF 2011 (Unit:	Number	of	Cases)

Source:	The	Vietnam	Forest	Protection	Department,	10/	2011

 Forest fire

	 Wildlife	hunting	and	trade

	 Forest	land	encroachment

 Other violations

	 Forest	destruction

	 Trade,	transport	and	processing	of	
forest	products

	 Harvesting	forest	products

406

465

30

3006 3285

7740

1393
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The Prime Minister has requested MARD, 
MONRE, Ministry of Interior Security, Ministry 
of National Defense and local authorities to 
urgently conduct necessary solutions to 
deal with the situation. The Directive orders 
chairmen of Provincial People’s Committees 
to adopt the following measures:

 Mobilize police and army forces in 
collaboration with forest rangers to 
control and strictly prevent illegal logging, 
deforestation and forest encroachment.

 Inspect and evaluate those projects 
involving forest conversion in the period 
from 2006 to the present; review the 
area of forests and forestry land that are 
being managed by forest enterprises and 
forestry companies in order to improve 
their management and utilization; 

In the 3rd quarter, the Minister of MARD 
has promulgated decisions to approve the 
master plans on nature conservation and 
sustainable development of Tam Dao, Cat 
Tien, Bach Ma, and Cuc Phuong national 
parks for the period 2010-2020. These 
decisions regulate geographical boundaries, 
total physical area, areas of functional zones 
of the parks; objectives, tasks and contents 

•	 Directive	No.08/2006/CT-TTg	dated	March	8th,	2006	by	the	Prime	Minister	on	urgent	measures	to	prevent	illegal	cutting,	burning	and	exploitation	
of	forests.

•	 Decree	No.135/2005/ND-CP	dated	November	8th,	2005	by	the	Government	regulating	the	allocation	and	contract	of	agricultural	land,	forest	land	
and	aquaculture	land	in	state-owned	agricultural	and	forestry	enterprises.

•	 Directive	No.39/2004/CT-TTg	dated	November	12th,	2004	by	the	Prime	Minister	on	policies	and	measures	to	deal	with	uncontrolled	migration.

More Information

New Master Plans to Foster Nature Conservation and 
Sustainable Development in Four Key National Parks to 2020 

towards nature conservation and sustainable 
development of the parks; as well as 
operational programs and implementation 
solutions together with investment budgets 
and investment items for the periods 2010-
2015 and 2016-2020.

In general, these master plans give 
priorities to (i) protect entire ecosystems, 

National Parks Tam Dao Cuc Phuong Bach Ma Cat Tien

Total area (ha)
32.877,3	 22.408,8	 37.487,0 71.350,0

34.995,0 22.200,0 37.487,0 73.878,0

Core zone (ha)
15.653,7	 16.744,6	 16.849,8	 54.099,0

16.442,0 20.745,0 12.064,8	 68.837,0

Regeneration zone (ha)
14.594,4	 4.065,2	 25.449,0 14.926,0

7.240,0 721,0 20.234,0 5.382,0

Administration-service zone (ha)
2.629,2	 1.599,0 5.188,2 2.325,0

1.540,0 734,0 5.188,2 100,0

Estimated investment budget (VND billions) 373,8 341,4 254,0 239,3

New planning Former planning

review all area of contracted forests and 
forestry land.

 Urgently review the area of forests and 
forestry land that are being managed 
by commune people’s committees 
in order to allocate and/or lease to 
organizations, households, individuals 
and local communities in accordance 
with existing laws.

 Strictly manage and regularly check 
wood processing enterprises; withdraw 
business permits, and cancel granting 
license to those enterprises not being 
able to ensure legal timber materials.

 Tighten the management of uncontrolled 
migration; sanction violations against 
forest laws; and control and stop illegal 
trade of timber and forestry products.  
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restore and increase forest coverage, 
conserve and develop faunal and floral 
genetic resources; (ii) rationally use 
biodiversity values and forest environmental 
services, facilitate ecotourism in combination 
with local socio-economic development; 
(iii) invest to infrastructure construction 
to support of forest management and 
protection and nature conservation; and 
(iv) conduct scientific research to assist 
biodiversity conservation and sustainable 
development of national parks.

Initial investment budget for each 
national park is estimated from VND 240-
370 billions in the period 2010-2020, mainly 
from state budget. Compared to previous 
master plans, the area of core zones is likely 
to be reduced, while there is an expected 
increase in the area of regeneration zones 
and administration-service zones. The total 
area of Tam Dao and Cat Tien national parks 
is decreased, while the area of Cuc Phuong 
and Bach Ma remains unchanged.

In September 2011, the Prime Minister 
has also decided to establish the Yen 

•	 Decision	No.1520/QD-BNN-TCLN	dated	July	8th,	2011	by	MARD	on	approving	the	
master	plan	of	nature	 conservation	and	 sustainable	development	of	Tam	Dao	
National	Park	for	2010-2020.

•	 Decision	No.1535/QD-BNN-TCLN	dated	 July	 11th,	 2011	by	MARD	on	 approving	
the	master	plan	of	nature	conservation	and	sustainable	development	of	Cat	Tien	
National	Park	for	2010-2020.

•	 Decision	No.1633/QD-BNN-TCLN	dated	 July	 20th,	 2011	by	MARD	on	 approving	
the	master	plan	of	nature	 conservation	and	sustainable	development	of	Bach	
Ma	National	Park	for	2010-2020.

•	 Decision	No.1738/QD-BNN-TCLN	dated	August	2nd,	2008	by	MARD	on	approving	
the	master	plan	of	nature	conservation	and	sustainable	development	of	Bach	Ma	
National	Park	for	2010-2020.

•	 Decision	 No.1671/QD-TTg	 dated	 September	 26th,	 2011	 by	 the	 Prime	 Minister	
to	 establish	Yen	Tu	National	 Forest	 (Quang	Ninh	 province)	 and	 its	 investment	
project.

•	 Decree	 No.117/2010/ND-CP	 dated	 December	 24th,	 2010	 by	 the	 Government	
regulating	the	organization	and	management	of	special-use	forest	system.	

More Information

Photo: PanNature

Tu National Forest, 2,783 hectares, with 
historical, cultural and environmental values. 
This special-use forest is located in Thuong 
Yen Cong and Phuong Dong communes of 
Uong Bi town, Quang Ninh province.  
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Draft Decree on Sanctioning Administrative Violations 
to Biodiversity Available for Public Comments

To institutionalize the implementation 
of Law on Biodiversity (effective from July 
1st, 2009) the Government asks MONRE to 
draft a decree on sanctioning administrative 
violations to biodiversity. This draft, now 
available for public comments, includes six 
chapters and 33 articles, of which 19 articles 
from 7th to 25th, regulate forms and sanctioning 
ranges of violating behaviors. These behaviors 
are prescribed in three groups: 

 Those behaviors against regulations 
on conservation and development of 
natural ecosystems; 

 Those behaviors against regulations 
on conservation and sustainable 
development of species; and 

 Those behaviors against regulations 
on conservation and sustainable 
development of genetic resources.

•	 Law	on	Biodiversity	(No.20/2008/QH12	dated	November	13th,	2008	by	the	National	Assembly	of	Vietnam);
•	 Decree	No.65/2010/ND-CP	dated	June	11th,	2010	by	the	Government	regulating	in	details	and	guiding	the	implementation	of	some	articles	of	the	

Law	on	Biodiversity;
•	 Decree	No.69/2010/ND-CP	dated	June	21st,	2010	by	the	Government	on	bio-safety	for	genetically	modified	organisms,	genetic	specimens	and	

products	of	genetically	modified	organisms;
•	 Decree	No.31/2010/ND-CP	dated	March	29th,	2010	by	the	Government	regulating	administrative	penalties	in	aquaculture	sector;
•	 Decree	No.99/2009/ND-CP	dated	November	2nd,	2009	by	the	Government	regulating	administrative	penalties	in	forest	management	and	protection	

and	forestry	product	management.

More Information

The draft suggests those organizations 
and individuals associated with 
administrative violations in biodiversity 
would be fined in the forms of warning or 
cash payment from VND 200.000 (minimum) 
to VND 200 million (maximum). Depending 
on violations, additional fines such as 
confiscation of evidences, equipment, 
facilities and/or request for compensation 
obligation could be adopted.

The full text of this draft decree has been 
uploaded on the website of the Government 
(see link http://bit.ly/sJEynR) or MONRE 
(see link http://bit.ly/voR4JN) for public 
comments.  

Photo: PanNature
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CORRESPONDENT LETTER NO.6033A/
VPCP-KTN DATED AUGUST 30th, 2011 BY 
THE GOVERNMENT OFFICE TO ADDRESS 
THE PRIME MINISTER’S DIRECTIVES ON 
STRENGTHENING MINING MANAGEMENT.

 
The Prime Minster has ordered MONRE, 

Ministry of Industry and Trade (MOIT), 
Ministry of Construction (MOC) and 
provincial People’s Committees 
to suspend licensing for mining 
exploitation nationwide from 
August 8th, 2011 until further 
notice. PM has also requested 
MONRE, MOIT and MOC to 
report the existing activities of 
mining nationwide and provide 
measures to improve mining 
management. This report should 
be presented at the monthly 
meeting of the Government in 
September, 2011.

Photo: PanNature

E XTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES

Suspension of Licensing Mineral Exploration and 
Exploitation

Currently, MONRE is responsible 
for managing the licensing of mineral 
exploration and exploitation in the centrally-
planned mines, while MOIT is responsible for 
planning and managing mineral exploitation, 
processing and export, except those minerals 
used for construction materials that are 
under the management of MOC.  

Mr.	Pham	Quang	Tu,	Vice	Director	of	Consultancy	on	Development	 Institute	 (CODE),	 told	 reporter	of	
ThienNhien.Net	that	PM’s	directives	will	facilitate	to	enforce	the	current	massive	and	unplanned	mining	
activities	 under	 better	 control.	 To	 integrate	 PM’s	 directives	 and	 effective	 implementation	 of	 newly	
amended	Mining	Law	(effective	from	July	1st	2011),	he	recommended	the	Government	to	implement	
five	following	solutions:	1.	Thoroughly	evaluate	the	current	mining	sector	nationwide;	2.	Review	and	
inspect	 all	 companies	 in	 the	mining	 sector;	 3.	 Effectively	 implement	 the	 amended	Mining	 Law;	 4.	
Develop	national	mining	strategy	and	master	plan	prior	to	re-grant	licenses	for	mining	companies;	and	
5.	Adopt	the	Extractive	Industries	Transparency	Initiative	(EITI).	(See	link	http://bit.ly/tEZZvF	for	the	full	
interview	in	Vietnamese)

Five Urgent Solutions after Suspension of Mining License
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Higher Sanctions to be Adopted for Administrative 
Violation in Mining Sector

New Regulations on Environmental Protection Fees 
for Mining

A draft of the Government decree on sanctions 
to administrative violations in the mining 
sector has been made available by MONRE 

DECREE NO.74/2011/ND-CP DATED 
AUGUST 25th, 2011 BY THE GOVERNMENT 
REGULATING ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION FEES FOR MINING ACTIVITIES.

Decree No.74/2011/ND-CP is issued in 
order to replace for respective regulations of 
the Decree No.63/2008/ND-CP and Decree 
No.82/2009/ND- CP. Advancing to these 
former regulations, the new decree has 
classified minerals into more specific groups 
as the subjects for fee charging, including 
crude oil, natural gas, coal gas, 14 types 
of metal minerals, 26 types of non-metal 
minerals with maximum and minimum fees 

for public comments. According to this draft, 
administrative penalties in the mining sector 
would be higher in comparison to those former 
regulations. For example, a fine up to VND 500 
millions will be applied for mining activities 
without licences, much higher than the current 
fine regulated at VND 100 millions.

This draft with 21 articles prescribes specific 
fining forms and levels to administrative 
violations in the mining sector, for instance 
violating the legal rights of local people 
and authorities in mining areas; violating 
regulations on mineral management 
information; violating regulations on transfer 
rights of mineral exploration and exploitation; 
violating regulations on mine closure;  violating 
regulations on mining without licences, etc.

Those interested individuals and organizations 
to comment for this draft could find it by access 
to this link: http://bit.ly/sJEynR  

•	 Law	 on	 Minerals	 (No.60/2010/QH12	 dated	 November	 17th,	 2010	 by	 the	
National	Assembly	of	Vietnam)

•	 Decree	 No.77/2007/ND-CP	 by	 the	 Government	 to	 amend	 the	 Decree	
No.150/2004/ND-CP	regulating	administrative	penalties	in	the	mining	sector.

•	 Ordinance	 No.44/2002/PL-UBTVQH10	 dated	 July	 2nd,	 2002	 on	 handling	 of	
administrative	violations.

•	 Decree	No.63/2008/ND-CP	dated	May	13th,	2008	by	the	Government	regulating	
environmental	protection	fees	for	mineral	resources	exploitation.

•	 Decree	 No.82/2009/ND-CP	 dated	 October	 12th,	 2009	 by	 the	 Government	 to	
amend	and	 supplement	 some	 regulations	 of	 the	Decree	No.63/2008/ND-CP	
dated	May	13th,	2008	by	the	Government	regulating	environmental	protection	
fees	for	mineral	resources	exploitation.

More Information

More Information

Photo: PanNature

to be adopted respectively (the former ones 
only set-up maximum fee norms).

According to this decree, environmental 
protection fees for exploiting crude oil, 
natural gas and associated gas remains 
respectively at VND 100,000/ton, VND 50/ton 
and VND 35/ton. Such fees for metal minerals 
has been modified, for examples, new fee for 
exploiting lead-zinc is now VND 270,000/ton, 
replaced for the former one of VND 180,000/
ton as maximum.

The new decree also regulates that 
provincial-level People’s Councils will be 
responsible for determining specific fees 
of environmental protection for every 
mineral to be locally exploited in the range 
(minimum-maximum) this decree regulates. 
Except crude oil and natural gas, all revenue 
collected from this kind of fees will be 
locally managed and used by provinces for 
environmental protection activities in the 
places where mineral exploitation activities 
are undertaken. The Decree will take effect 
from January 1st, 2012.  
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E NVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND POLLUTION 
CONTROL

CIRCULAR NO.26/2011/TT-BTNMT DATED 
JULY 18th, 2011 BY MONRE GUIDING IN 
DETAIL SELECTIVE ARTICLES OF THE DECREE 
NO.29/2011/ND-CP DATED APRIL 18th, 
2011 BY THE GOVERNMENT ON STRATEGIC 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT (SEA), 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
(EIA) AND ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION 
COMMITMENT.
 
The circular mainly regulates in details 

how to perform Articles 3 and Article 12 (item 
1), and Article 29 of the Decree No.29/2011/
ND-CP of the Government. Particularly, 
chapter II of the circular guides how to 
conduct SEA, consisting of the subjects of 
application such as master plans and plans of 
five years or more and their respective forms 
of SEA; time and agencies to formulate SEA 
report; SEA profile to request for appraisal; 
regulations for organizing to appraise SEA 
report; and responsibilities of project owners 
upon their SEA report appraised.

Detailed Guidelines for SEA, EIA, and Environmental 
Protection Commitment

This circular also instructs how to conduct 
EIA, emphasizing on the subjects, timeframe 
for making, appraising and approving EIA 
reports, consultation requirements while 
developing EIA reports, and responsibilities of 
project owners and authority agencies upon 
EIA reports approved.

Particularly, the circular regulates in details 
the organization and operation of appraisal 
councils for SEA/EIA reports with respect to 
participants; working structure, function and 
principles; conditions and criteria for selecting 
members of appraisal councils as well as their 
responsibilities and rights;  contents and 
procedures of official meetings of appraisal 
councils; the implementation, verification 
and certification of environmental protection 
measures/works in prior to the project 
launching.  

Decree	 No.29/2011/	 ND-CP	 dated	 April	 18th,	 2011	 by	 the	 Government	
regulating strategic environmental assessment, environmental impact 
assessment,	and	environmental	protection	commitment.

More Information
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Instructions to Implement the Environmental Protection 
Tax Law

DECREE NO.67/2011/ND-CP DATED 
AUGUST 8th, 2011 BY THE GOVERNMENT ON 
STIPULATING IN DETAILS AND GUIDING THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF SOME REGULATIONS 
OF THE LAW ON ENVIRONMENT 
PROTECTION TAX.

This decree will come into effect January 
1st, 2012, and will replace for the Decree 
No.78/2000/ND-CP dated December 26th, 
2000 by the Government and the Decision 
No.03/2009/QD-TTg dated January 9th, 2009 
by the Prime Minister with regulations on fee 
charge from gas and oil. 

According to this decree, taxable subjects 
complying with Article 3 of the Law on 
Environmental Protection Tax are (i) fossil-
original gasoline, oil, grease; (ii) gas as solvent 
used in refrigeration equipment and within the 
semiconductor industry; (iii) plastic bags, thin 
plastic packaging made from single plastic 
membrane HDPE (high density polyethylene 
resin), LDPE (low density polyethylene) or 
LLDPE (linear low density polyethylene resin); 
and (iv) herbicide, pesticide, forest product 
preservative,  and warehouse disinfectant 
which is restricted from use.  

•	 Law	on	Environmental	Protection	Tax	2010
•	 Decree	No.78/2000/ND-CP	dated	December	26th,	2000	by	the	Government	on	fee	charge	for	oil	and	gas.
•	 Decision	No.03/2009/QD-TTg	dated	January	9th,	2009	by	the	Prime	Minister	on	adjustments	in	fee	charges	for	gas	and	oil.
•	 Resolution	No.1269/2011/UBTVQH12	on	the	tariff	for	environmental	protection.

More Information
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E NERGY AND CLIMATE CHANGE

DECREE NO.73/2011/ND-CP DATED 
AUGUST 24th, 2011 BY THE GOVERNMENT 
REGULATING PENALTIES TO ADMINISTRATIVE 
VIOLATIONS IN ENERGY SAVING AND 
EFFICIENCY.

 
The decree prescribes a fine between 

VND 10-30 millions to those industrial 
production units who do not apply 
technical standards and technological 
management measures for energy saving 
and efficiency as regulated by Article 24 
in the Decree No.21/2011/ND-CP dated 
March 29th, 2011. Another fine of between 
VND 50-70 millions will be charged to those 
producing equipment 
and transport facilities 
without compliance 
to technical standards 
and norms of energy 
saving and efficiency. 
In addition, a fine up to 
VND 100 millions will 
be charged for those 
who import equipment 
and transport facilities 
without compliance to 
technical standards and norms of energy 
saving and efficiency.  This decree takes 
effect from October 15th, 2011.  

DECISION NO.1294/QD-TTG DATED AUGUST 
1st, 2011 BY THE PRIME MINISTER ISSUING 
THE LIST OF KEY ENERGY CONSUMERS BY 
2011.

 
According to the decision, 1,190 businesses 

and enterprises nationwide have been recorded 
and listed as key energy consumers by 2011. 
These consumers are specifically identified in 
each province by their name, sector, profession, 
address and capacity of energy consumption. 
Five provinces which do not have any key 
energy consumers are Bac Kan, Ha Giang, Lai 
Chau, Bac Lieu and Tra Vinh. 

Among 58 provinces listed, the top ten of 
key energy consumers includes Ho Chi Minh 
City (169 consumers), Ha Noi (139), Binh Duong 
(117), Dong Nai (85), Ba Ria-Vung Tau (58), Hai 
Phong (57), Quang Ninh (50), Hai Duong (33), 
Da Nang (31) and Thai Nguyen (29).

The PM has requested MoIT to steer and 
coordinate with related 
ministries and localities 
to manage and monitor 
energy use of such listed 
key energy-consumers 
in compliance to the 
Law on Energy Saving 
and Efficiency and the 
Decree No.21/2011/ND-
CP dated  March 29th, 
2011 by the Government, 
and to make the list 

updated and submit it to the Prime Minister for 
announcement not later than annually March 
31st.  

Penalties to Administrative 
Violations in Energy Saving 
and Efficiency

Key Energy Consumers 
Nationwide by 2011 Listed 

•	 Law	 on	 Energy	 Saving	 and	 Efficiency	
(No.50/2010/QH12	 dated	 June	 28th,	 2010	 by	
the	National	Assembly.

•	 Decree	 No.21/2011/ND-CP	 dated	March	 29th, 
2011	by	the	Government	regulating	in	details	
and	 measures	 to	 implement	 the	 Law	 on	
Energy	Saving	and	Efficiency.

More Information
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2011 Policy Matrix for SP-RCC Approved

DECISION NO.1410/QD-TTG DATED 
AUGUST 16th, 2011 BY THE PRIME 
MINISTER APPROVING THE 3rd CYCLE 
POLICY MATRIX (2011) OF THE SUPPORT 
PROGRAM TO RESPOND TO CLIMATE 
CHANGE (SP-RCC).

Policy matrix is a framework of prioritized 
policy actions toward climate changes. The 
3rd cycle policy matrix (for the year 2011) 
includes three pillars: Adaptation, Mitigation, 
and Inter-sectoral Climate Change Policy 
- Institutional Framework. Each pillar is 
identified by objectives, expected policy 
actions, implementers (ministries), and 
expected results.

Adaptation pillar consists of six specific 
targets: Improving the resilience of 
water resources, improving the resilience 
of integrated coastal management, 
improving natural resources management, 
strengthening the resilience of infrastructure, 
improving the resilience of healthcare, and 
improving the resilience of agriculture and 
food security.

The mitigation pillar focuses on five 
targets: Low carbon intensity development 
exploiting energy efficiency potentials, 
promoting the development of renewable 
energy, the effective development of carbon 
sinks, strengthening forest management 
and development, strengthening waste 
management, promoting the reduction of 
GHG-Emissions in agricultural production 
and food security.

The cross-cutting climate change 
policy and institutional framework pillar 
identifies three targets: Strengthening 
the preparedness to formulate, prioritize 
and implement climate change policies, 
strengthening the financial framework 
to support climate change action, and 
disseminating climate change information 
to the public.

MONRE must coordinate with related 
ministries, and respective sectors to 
implement the decision.  

Photo: PanNature
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O THER DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

DECISION NO.1208/QD-TTG DATED JULY 21st, 
2011 BY THE PRIME MINISTER APPROVING 
THE NATIONAL POWER DEVELOPMENT 
MASTER PLAN FOR THE PERIOD 2011-2020 
WITH A VISION TO 2030.

 
The master plan (so-called the Power 

Development Plan VII) emphasizes one  
principle that power development in Vietnam 
accompanies with protection of natural 
resources and the environment, ensuring 
sustainable development of the country. This 
master plan aims at providing adequately 
power to meet domestic demands, ensuring 
power production and import ranging from 
194-210 billion kWh by 2015, and from 330-
362 billion kWh by 2020, and 695-834 billion 
kWh by 2030.

This master plan prioritizes the 
development of renewable energy resources 
(wind energy, solar energy, biomass 
energy…) and hydropower (combined with 

The National Power Development Master Plan (2011 – 2020) 
Approved

flood control and water supply) in parallel 
with the development of thermal power 
plants that are suitable with supply and 
distribution of fuel resources (natural gas, 
coal) and nuclear-power plants, liquid natural 
gas power plants; and import of hydropower 
from Laos, Cambodia and China.

According to the decision, the total 
capacity of all power plants nationwide by 
2020 and 2030 will be estimated as 75,000 
MW and 146,800 MW respectively, of 
which, hydropower will account for 23.1% 
and 11.8% respectively. Vietnam strives to 
increase the total capacity of hydropower 
from 9,200 MW by 2011 to 17,400 MW by 
2020. Throughout the period 2011-2020, 
more than 55 hydropower plants and energy 
storage hydropower plants are expected to 
be in operation in addition to other 40 small 
and medium hydropower plants. Diagrams 
below illustrate composition of power 
sources by 2020 and 2030.  
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COMPOSITION OF ENERGY SOURCES IN 2020 COMPOSITION OF ENERGY SOURCES IN 2030

	 Hydropower

1,3% 3,1%

25,5%
15,7%

63,4%

9,4%

6,6%
4,9%

64,5%

5,6%

	 Thermo	Power 	 Renewable	Energy  Nuclear power  Import

Hydropower Encroaches Protected Areas

A recent study by PanNature revealed 
that 47 protected areas in Vietnam have 
been or could potentially be affected by 
the development of 119 large and small 
hydropower projects.

In affected forests, there is often high 
density of hydropower projects. On average, 
each protected area bears 2.5 hydropower 
projects. The Central and Central Highland 
account for about 51% of these projects.  

The Dong Nai River, regarded as highest 
potential for hydropower development in 
the Southern Vietnam, has been planned 
with many projects. The river is on the 

Photo: PanNature

brink of being fragmented into continuous 
reservoirs. Within and around Cat Tien 
National Park alone, there are six planned 
hydropower projects that are going to be 
implemented in the near future. 

Nevertheless, Cat Tien is not the only 
example. Biodiversity and ecosystems in 
many other parks and protected areas 
throughout Vietnam are under threats from 
booming hydropower projects. Song Thanh 
Nature Reserve (Quang Nam province) and 
Pu Hoat Nature Reserve (Nghe An province) 
are on top with seven planned hydropower 
projects in each site. 

The statistics of PanNature’s study show 
that for each MW of electricity, 2.35 hectares 
of protected forests have been cut down, 
excluding those forests inundated by the 
reservoirs. In certain cases, the loss of forests 
caused by hydropower is massive. The cost 
for 86 MW of electricity in the planned Buon 
Tua Srah project (Dak Lak province) is about 
1,000 hectares of evergreen forests in the 
core zone of Nam Ca Nature Reserve. The 
trade-off cost here reaches 11.6 hectares of 
forests for only one MW of hydropower. 

Full article in Vietnamese language on 
ThienNhien.Net: http://bit.ly/thuydien-rdd  
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Ref. Number Description

I. Forest Resources Governance  

1588/QD-BNN-TCCB Decision No.1588/QD-BNN-TCCB dated July 14th 2011 by  MARD 
on establishment of the Steering Committee of Special-use Forest 
Conservation Fund under the Forestry Sector Development Project.

1240/QD-TTg Decision No.1240/QD-TTg dated July 22nd 2011 by the Prime Minister 
approving the forest inventory and monitoring project in Bac Kan 
and Ha Tinh provinces.

1828/QD-BNN-TCLN Decision No.1828/QD-BNN-TCLN dated August 11th 2011 by MARD 
on the announcement of Vietnam forest status in 2010. 

2307/TTr-BNN-TCLN Proposal No.2307/TTr-BNN-TCLN dated August 11th 2011 by MARD to 
request for approval of the “Forest Protection and Development Plan 
for 2011-2020”.

2377/BNN-TCLN Correspondent Letter No.2377/BNN-TCLN dated August 17th 2011 
by MARD on allocation of state budget for implementing the 2012 
forest protection and development plan.

2595/BNN-TCLN Correspondent Letter No.2595/BNN-TCLN dated September 9th 2011 
by MARD on the appraisal of the PM’s draft decision for piloting 
benefit sharing mechanisms in managmenet, protection and 
development of special-use forests. 

2635/BNN-TCLN Correspondent Letter No.2635/BNN-TCLN dated September 9th 2011 
by MARD on the implementation of the policy on payment for forest 
environmental services. 

2164/QD-BNN-HTQT Decision No.2164/QD-BNN-HTQT dated September 20th 2011 by 
MARD approving the investment plan to recover Vietnam’s coastal  
mangrove protection forests (Phase I).

2746/BNN-TCLN  Decision No.2746/BNN-TCLN dated September 22nd 2011 by MARD 
approving the budget for implementing forest inventory and 
monitoring in Bac Kan and Ha Tinh provinces.

2786/BNN-TCLN Correspondent Letter  No.2786/BNN-TCLN dated September 22nd 
2011 by MARD allocating funds for the forest protection and 
development plan in 2012. 

L IST OF LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE DOCUMENTS 
IN 3rd QUARTER 2011
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Ref. Number Description

1724/TTg-KTN Correspondent Letter No.1724/TTg-KTN dated September 22nd 2011 
by the Prime Minister assigning ministries to implement the forest 
protection and development plan in 2012.

1685/CT-TTg Directive No.1685/CT-TTg dated September 22nd 2011 by the Prime 
Minister on strengthening forest protection, preventing forest 
destruction, and countering attacks of forest protection staff. 

1671/QD-TTg Decision No.1671/QD-TTg dated September 26th 2011 by the Prime 
Minister on establishment of Yen Tu National Park in Quang Ninh 
province and approval of the investment project.

II. Nature Conservation and Biodiversity Management 

22/2011/TT-BTNMT Circular No.22/2011/TT-BTNMT dated July 1st 2011 by MONRE 
promulgating criteria for defining invasive alien species and the list 
of invasive alien species in Vietnam.
Effective: from 15th August 2011

3328/QD-UBND Decision No.3328/QD-UBND dated July 14th 2011 by  Ho Chi Minh 
City People’s Committee approving the wildlife monitoring and 
development plan for 2011-2015.  

1520/QD-BNN-TCLN Decision No.1520/QD-BNN-TCLN dated July 8th 2011 by MARD 
approving the conservation and sustainable development plan for 
Tam Dao National Park for 2010-2020.

1535/QD-BNN-TCLN Decision No.1535/QD-BNN-TCLN dated July 11th 2011 by MARD 
approving the conservation and sustainable development plan for 
Cat Tien National Park for 2010-2020.

1633/QD-BNN-TCLN Decision No.1633/QD-BNN-TCLN dated July 20th 2011 by MARD 
approving the conservation and sustainable development plan for 
Bach Ma National Park for 2010-2020.

1738/QD-BNN-TCLN Decision No.1738/QD-BNN-TCLN dated August 2nd 2011 by MARD 
approving the conservation and sustainable development plan for 
Cuc Phuong National Park for 2010-2020.

Draft decree on sanctioning administrative violations in biodiversity 

III. Environmental Management and Pollution Control 

23/2011/TT-BTNMT Circular No.23/2011/TT-BTNMT dated July 7th 2011 by MONRE 
regulating national technical standards on standardized location 
names for mapping.
Effective: from 10th January 2012
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26/2011/TT-BTNMT Circular No.26/2011/TT-BTNMT dated July 18th 2011 by MONRE 
providing guidelines for the implementation of  some articles of 
the  Decree No.29/2011/ND-CP dated April 18, 2011 by the Prime 
Minister on strategic environmental assessment, environmental 
impact asessment and commitment to environmental protection. 
Effective: from 2nd September 2011

28/2011/TT-BTNMT Cirular No.28/2011/TT-BTNMT dated August 1st 2011 by MONRE 
regulating technical procedures of environmental monitoring for 
ambient air and noise pollution.
Effective: from 15th September 2011

29/2011/TT-BTNMT Circular No.29/2011/TT-BTNMT dated August 1st 2011 by MONRE 
regulating technical procedures of environmental monitoring for 
inland surface water. 
Effective: from 15th September 2011

30/2011/TT-BTNMT Circular No.30/2011/TT-BTNMT dated August 1st 2011 by MONRE 
regulating technical procedures of environmental monitoring for 
groundwater.
Effective: from 15th September 2011

31/2011/TT-BTNMT Circular No.31/2011/TT-BTNMT dated August 1st 2011 by MONRE 
regulating technical procedures of environmental monitoring for 
marine water (including floor sediment and marine species). 
Effective: from 15th September 2011

32/2011/TT-BTNMT Circular No.32/2011/TT-BTNMT dated August 1st 2011 by MONRE 
regulating technical procedures for monitoring the quality of rain 
water. 
Effective: from 15th September 2011

33/2011/TT-BTNMT Circular No. 32/2011/TT-BTNMT dated August 1st 2011 by MONRE 
regulating technical procedures of environmental monitoring for 
soil.
Effective: from 15th September 2011

67/2011/ND-CP Decree No.67/2011/ND-CP dated August 8th 2011 by the 
Government on stipulating in details and guiding the 
implementation of some regulations of the Law on Environment 
Protection Tax.
Effective: from 1st October 2011
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Ref. Number Description

49/2011/QD-TTg Decision No.49/2011/QD-TTg dated September 1st 2011 by the Prime 
Minister regulating the schedule for applying emission standards for 
automobiles and motorcycles manufacted, altered and imported in 
Vietnam.
Effective: from 18th October 2011

51/2011/QD-TTg Decision No.51/2011/QD-TTg dated September 12th 2011 by the Prime 
Minister regulating the list of vehicles and equipment to have energy 
labels, applying a minimum energy efficiency and implementing a 
schedule for such actions. 
Effective: from 1st Novermber 2011

6510/VPCP-KGVX Correspondent Letter No.6510/VPCP-KGVX dated September 
19th 2011 by  the Government Office reporting the performance 
of environmental laws and policies in economic zones and craft 
villages.   

IV. Extractive Industries

4886/VPCP-KTN Correspondent Letter No.4886/VPCP-KTN dated July 19th 2011 by the 
Government Office on the exploitation of titanium ore in Ninh Thuan 
province.

5147/VPCP-KTN Correspondent Letter No. 5147/VPCP-KTN dated July 28th 2011 by 
the Government Office on licensing iron ore exploitation permits in 
Son La province.

5423/VPCP-KTN Correspondent Letter No.5423/VPCP-KTN dated August 8th 2011 by 
the Government Office on licensing iron ore exploitation permits in 
Thau Lung, Ha Giang province.

4029/QD-BCT Decision No.4029/QD-BCT dated August 9th 2011 by Ministry 
of Industry and Trade on supplemeting the zoning plans for 
exploration, exploitation, processing and planning of the usage of 
limestone materials (marble).

5508/VPCP-KTN Correspondent Letter No. 5508/VPCP-KTN dated August 11th 2011 
by the Government Office on exploration and exploitation of 
manganese ore in Ha Giang province.

5790/VPCP-KTN Correspondent Letter No. 5790/VPCP-KTN dated August 23rd 2011 by 
the Government Office summarizing opinions of the Deputy Prime 
Minister Hoang Trung Hai on the suspention of the licensing of 
titanium exploitation permits in Binh Thuan province.

74/2011/ND-CP Decree No. 74/2011/ND-CP dated August 25th 2011 by the Prime 
Minister regulating environmental protection fees in mining sector. 
Effective: from 1st January 2011
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5965/VPCP-KTN Correspondent Letter No. 5965/VPCP-KTN dated August 29th 2011 
by the Government Office on licensing bauxite ore exploitation and 
procesing permits in Tap Na, Cao Bang province.

6033a/VPCP-KTN Correspondent Letter No.6033a/VPCP-KTN dated August 30th 2011 
by the Government Office on strengthening management in mining 
industry.

6222/VPCP-KTN Correspondent Letter No.6222/VPCP-KTN dated September 6th 2011 
by the Government Office on the management of sand and gravel 
exploitation and use of underground water.

V. Energy and Climate Change

1410/QD-TTg Decision No.1410/QD-TTg dated August 16th 2011 by the Prime 
Minister approving the policy matrix framework – phase III (2011) 
of the Support Program to Respond to Climate Change (SP-RCC).

73/2011/ND-CP Deree No.73/2011/ND-CP dated August 24th 2011 by the Govern-
ment regulating sanctions to administrative violations in energy 
saving and efficiency.
Effective: from15th October 2011

35/2011/TT-BTNMT Circular No.35/2011/TT-BTNMT dated August 31st 2011 by MONRE on 
the implementation of regulations for forecasting tropical depres-
sion, storms and flood.
Effective: from 15th October 2011

2081/QD-BNN-KHCN Decision No.2081/QD-BNN-KHCN dated September 9th 2011 by 
MARD on the implementation of the policy matrix framework – 
phase III (2011) of the Support Program to Respond to Climate 
Change (SP-RCC).

2717/BNN-TCTL Correspondent Letter No.2717/BNN-TCTL dated September 20th 2011 
by MARD on the Five-year Plan (2011-2015) for the implementation 
of the Governmental plan for community-based disaster risk 
management and public awareness raising.

VI. Other Development Policies 

1208/QD-TTg Decison No.1208/QD-TTg dated July 21st 2011 by the Prime Minister 
approving the national power development master plan 2011 – 
2020 with the vision to 2030.

1488/QD-TTg Decision No.1488/QD-TTg dated August 29th 2011 by the Prime 
Minister approving the development plan for Vietnam’s cement 
industry for 2011 – 2020 and further orientation toward 2030. 
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PanNature is a Vietnamese non-profit organization dedicated to 
protecting and conserving diversity of life and improving human 
well-being in Vietnam by seeking, promoting and implementing 
feasible, nature-friendly solutions to important environmental 
problems and sustainable development issues.
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